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INTRODUCTION 
The level of a commutative ring R with identity is the least integer n for 
which - 1 is expresssible as a sum of n squares in R. If - 1 is not a sum of 
squares then the level of R is infinity. A famous result of Pfister [lo] is that 
for a field R the level is always a power of two if it is finite. Later Dai, 
Lam, and Peng [3] produced examples of commutative rings having any 
prescribed positive integer as level. 
In this paper we consider rings with non-trivial involution. We define the 
hermitian level of a ring with involution in the same way as the level except 
that we use hermitian squares instead of squares. We show that there exist 
commutative rings with non-trivial involution having any positive integer 
as hermitian level. We show that the hermitian level, if finite, is a power of 
two for fields with non-trivial involution and for quaternion division 
algebras with the standard involution. We then investigate the hermitian 
level for quaternion division algebras with non-standard involution. We 
show that any power of two can occur in this case but leave it as an open 
question whether integers other than powers of two can occur. In the final 
section of the paper we obtain a result about the finiteness of the hermitian 
levels for a quaternion algebra with both standard and non-standard 
involutions, the base field being an ordered field. 
1 
Let R be a ring with an identity and equipped with a non-trivial 
involution, i.e., an anti-automorphism of period two. We use the symbol - 
to denote an involution. We assume that 2 is invertible in R. 
DEFINITION. A hermitian square in R is an element of the form Xx for 
some x E R. 
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DEFINITION. The hermitian leoel of R is the least integer n such that - 1 
is a sum of n hermitian squares in R, i.e., there exist xi, x2, . . . . x, in R such 
that -l=X,x,+X,?c,+ . . . + X,x,. We write S,(R, -) for the hermitian 
level and define S,(R, ~ ) = co if - 1 is not expressible as a sum of 
hermitian squares in (R, ~ ). 
A ring may admit more than one involution and the hermitian level 
depends on the particular involution and not just the ring. 
DEFINITION. Writing n x (1) for the hermitian form over (R, -) 
represented by the n x n identity matrix, i.e., the form h: R” x R” + R given 
by 4(x,, . . . . x,), ( y,, . . . . yn)) = C;= 1 .fiyi, we say that n x (1) is isotropic if 
there exist x,, x2, . . . . X, in R, at least one xi being invertible, such that 
c;= 1 ~YiXi = 0. 
LEMMA 1.1. S,(R, - ) = n tf and only tf n x ( 1) is anisotropic but 
(n + 1) x ( 1) is isotropic. 
Proof Easy exercise. 
For a field F it is easy to prove that the following three statements are 
equivalent 
(i) Zero is a non-trivial sum of squares in F. 
(ii) - 1 is a sum of squares in F. 
(iii) Each element of F is a sum of squares in F. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let D be a skewfield with involution. The following three 
statements are equivalent: 
(i ) Zero is a non-trivial sum of hermitian squares. 
(ii) - 1 is a sum of hermitian squares. 
(iii) Each symmetric element of D is a sum of hermitian squares. 
Proof The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Lemma 1.1 and 
obviously (iii) implies (ii). We will now show that (i) implies (iii). For 
some integer m we have m x (1) isotropic if (i) is true. Hence m( 1) 
contains a hyperbolic plane which will represent every symmetric element 
of D. (To see this note that the hyperbolic plane (y A) evaluated on the 
vector (x1, x2) takes the value X,x, + X2x,. Given d = din D we put x1 = 1, 
x2 = d/2. ) 
Note. This proposition holds in a more general situation. In the proof 
we only require that any isotropic form contains a hyperbolic plane (7 A) 
and that 2 is a unit. So the proposition is valid for any (R, -) with these 
properties. 
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SOME EXAMPLES OF THE HERMITIAN LEVEL. (1) Let C be the complex 
numbers and - be complex conjugation. Then Sh(@, -) = co. 
(2) Let L be a quadratic extension of a p-adic field. Then 
S,(L, -) < 2 since the hermitian form (1, 1, 1) is isotropic over (L, -) 
c111. 
(3) If L is a number field with involution then S,(L, ~ ) < 2 if it is 
finite. This follows from the Hasse principle for hermitian forms over (L, -). 
(4) Let W be the real quaternions. Then S,(W, -) = cc for the stan- 
dard involution - on W. Also S,(W, h ) = 1 for the non-standard involution 
h given by f= -i,j= j. 
(5) If D is a quaternion division algebra over a p-adic field then 
S,(D, -) = I because the hermitian form (1, 1) over (D, -) is isotropic 
[ 11, Chap. lo]. 
(6) If D is a quaternion division algebra over a number field K then 
S,(D, ~ ) = 1 or cc for the standard involution. To see this apply the Hasse 
principle [ 11, Chap. lo] noting that at a prime p of K where 
D, = D OK Kfi splits the involution - becomes a skew-symmetric one on 
D, z Mz K, and ( 1, 1) is thus isotropic at such primes. 
Note. S,(D, A ) for D in examples (5) and (6) is discussed later on in 
this paper. See Proposition 2.3. 
Comment. Let (R, -) be a skew-field with involution and write 
C,(R, - ) for the set of isometry classes of one-dimensional hermitian forms 
over (R, -). Note that Cr(R, -) is the set of equivalence classes of 
symmetric elements XE R (i.e., x=X), with equivalence given by x- y if 
and only if x = Zyz for some z E R. 
In the same way as in [4] which relates the ordinary level of a field with 
the order of the group of square classes we have the following: 
LEMMA 1.3. For a skew-field with involution (R, - ) we have that 
S,(R, ~ ) < IC1(R, ~ )I. If R is commutative, S,(R, - ) is even and #2 then 
S,(R, -) < IC,(R, - )I. 
Proof. Let S,(R, - ) = n and suppose - 1= C;= r didi. Let bj= 
xi= r did, for j= 1, 2, . . . . n. Then b,, b,, . . . . b, must represent n different 
elements of C,(R, -) since, if not, we could express - 1 as a sum of less 
than n hermitian squares in (R, ~ ). 
Now suppose S,( R, - ) = I C,(R, ~ )I. Then for each i there is a unique j 
such that - bi - 6,. Clearly i+ j,< n + 1, because if it does not we could 
express - 1 as less than n hermitian squares and indeed we must have 
ifj=n+l. So for n=2m, -b,*b,+, so that -b,=Zb,+lz. Thus 
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-h,=?h,z+Z,+,a,+,z. Now if R is commutative we obtain 
(1 +?~-)~+(l +ZZ)Z-‘a,+,a,+, = 0, i.e., 0 is a sum of m + 2 hermitian 
squares. Contradiction for n > 2. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. There exist commutative rings with non-trivial 
involution having a hermitian level equal to any prescribed positive integer. 
Proof: Let R be the ring of level n in [3], i.e., 
R= wx,, x2, . . . . x,1 
(1 +C’=, x2) . 
Let C, = { 1, g, g2 : g3 = 1 > be the cyclic group of order 3. The group ring 
RC, has an involution ~ induced by g = g ~ ‘. A typical element of RC, is 
of the form a + bg+ cg2 where a, b, c are in R. For z= a + bg+ cg* it is 
easy to check that Z= = (a’ + b* + c’) + (ab + ac + bc)( g + g*). Clearly 
s,(RC,, -)<n, since s(R) = n and elements of R are fixed by 
the involution. Suppose - 1 =C?z: jjzj for zl, z2, . . . . z,- I in RC,. 
Then - 1 = C;:: (at + bf + cf) and 0 = Cyzj (a,b, + aici + bici). Hence 
C;:: ((a, + b, + ci)’ = - 1, contradicting the fact that s(R) = n. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let (R, -) be either (i) a field with a non-trivial 
involution or (ii) a quaternion division algebra with the standard involution. 
Then if s,(R, - ) is Jinite it must be a power of two. 
Proof If s,(R, ~ ) is finite then, for some n, the hermitian form n x ( 1) 
is isotropic. 
Choose k so that 2k <n d 2k+ ‘. Let 4 be the norm form of (R, -). In 
case (i), R is a quadratic extension K(&) of a field K and 4 = (1, -a), 
a two-dimensional quadratic form. In case (ii), R = ((a, b)/K) and 
#=(l, -a)(l, -6). In either case 4 is a Plister form [Ill, p.721. The 
form n x (1) has n x 4 as underlying quadratic form. Since n x (1) is 
isotropic n x 4 is isotropic and hence 2k + i x 4 is isotropic. Thus 2k + ’ x 4 is 
hyperbolic as it is a Pfister form. 
Now, in either case, there is an imbedding W(R, -) + W(K) [ll, 
Chap. 10, Section 11. Here W(K) (resp. W(R, - )), is the Witt group of 
non-singular quadratic forms (resp. hermitian forms). Under the embed- 
ding, ( 1) is mapped to 4. Hence 2k + ’ x ( 1) is hyperbolic over (R, - ) and 
so 2k( 1) I 2k( 1) 1: 2k( 1) I 2k( - I), where I denotes orthogonal sum. 
By Witt cancellation 2k( 1) N 2k( - 1) and - 1 is a sum of 2k hermitian 
squares. This completes the proof. 
Comment 1. In either of the two cases above one may easily prove that 
S,( R, - ) equals one half of the order of the norm form 4 in W(K). 
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Comment 2. Let K be a field of level 2k as in [lo], i.e., 
K= R(x,, x2 ..-x,)(Ja). Then K(n) has hermitian level 2k-‘, 
i.e., there exist fields with non-trivial involution whose hermitian level is 
any prescribed power of two. Similarly, with K as above, the quaternion 
algebra (( - 1, - 1 )/K), with standard involution, has hermitian level 2k ~ ‘. 
Assume s(K) 3 4 here; i.e., any prescribed power of two occurs as the her- 
mitian level of a quaternion division algebra with standard involution. 
Question 1.6. Is there any larger class of rings with non-trivial 
involution for which the hermitian level must be a power of two? 
Possibly there are other kinds of division algebra with involution for 
which Proposition 1.5 is true. Note that our proof of 1.5 depends on two 
key facts: 
(i) The norm form of (R, ) is a Phster form. 
(ii) The Witt group W(R, - ) embeds in W(K). 
Another possible class of rings for which 1.6 may have an affirmative 
answer is the class of semi-local rings with involution and in which 2 is a 
unit. Baeza [ 1 ] proved that the ordinary level of a semi-local ring in which 
2 is a unit must be a power of two. See also [2, Appendix 11. 
For a semi-local ring with involution a result in [S, Corollary 2.71 shows 
that, apart from a few exceptional cases, S,(R, ~ ) is finite if and only if the 
ring R has no signatures. 
We now generalize the result s,J K(m), - ) = &s(K) for s(K) B 2. 
First we need the following: 
PROPOSITION 1.7. The set of non-zero values represented by the quadratic 
form 2k x ( 1) over a field K is a group. Thus (C;=, M:)(C~= 1 #) = x7= 1 Y: 
for some yl, y2, . . . . y,, in K, where n = 2 k. Also there exist 6,) 6,, . . . . 6, in K 
such that (x7= 1 u:)(C;= 1 6:) = C:= 1 a:. 
Proof This is a classic result of Plister [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Let L = K(d) b e a quadratic extension field of the 
field K and - the involution on L sending & to - ,/% Assume s(K) > 2. If 
-a is a sum of at most is(K) squares in K then s,(L, - ) = is(K). Zf a is not 
a sum of less than or equal to s(K) squares in K then s,(L, - ) = s(K). 
Proof Let s(K) = 2n. Then - 1 = C;= i r: + C;=, ST for some rl , . . . . rn, 
s, , . . . . s, in K. Also -a = C;= 1 ty for some tl , . . . . t, in K. 
By 1.7 there exist a,, . . . . 6, in K such that (x1= i t:)(C;= I 6:) = C;= i s:. 
Hence we have - 1 = x1=, rf + (C;= 1 t:)(C;= 1 8:) = C;= 1 rT - asf = 
C;=, Zizi, where zi = ri + sia. Thus s,(L, - ) < n. 
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Now suppose s,(L, -) = m <n. Then - 1 = CT!, Zizi for some z,, . . . . z, 
in L. Writing z, = ri + si J a we have 
-l=frf-afsj 
,=I i= 1 
We may as well assume m = n/2 so that 
i.e., - 1 is a sum of 3m squares in K. But s(K) = 4m so this is impossible. 
Thus s,J L, ~ ) = n = $s( K). 
For the last part assume s,(L, - ) < s(K) and deduce, in the same way as 
above, that a is a sum of s(K) squares in K. 
Comment. For a quaternion division algebra D = ((a, b)/K) with stan- 
dard involution one may prove similarly that s,(D, - ) = is(K) provided 
-a and -h are each a sum of at most is(K) squares in K. 
We have the following analog of Pfister’s result on products of sums of 
squares. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let n = 2k and (R, ~ ) be as in Proposition 1.5. Then 
(CY= 1 ~iori)(C1= I BiBz) = CY= 1 YiY zf or some y,, . . . . y,, in R. i.e., the product of 
sums of n hermitian squares is again a sum of n hermitian squares HIhen n is a 
poH>er of two. 
Proof: C’= i 6,~~ and C;= i pi/Ii are each values represented by the 
Plister form n x 4 over K, and the set of non-zero values represented by 
n x 4 is a group. (4 is the norm form of (R, ~ ).) 
Note. A result like this fails for (D, “) where h is the non-standard 
involution on the quaternion division algebra D given by i= -i, j= j. In 
this situation the product of two hermitian squares need not even by a 
hermitian square. 
EXAMPLE. D=W, 
(lCj)(l +j)= 1 +2j+jz=2j 
(lG)(l +k)=l +2k+k2=2k 
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The product of the above two hermitian squares in (E-U, A ) is 4i which 
cannot be a hermitian square at all as it is not fixed by A. 
In the above proposition if we assume x7=, cifli = 0 we can reduce the 
number of squares needed by one exactly as in the case of a field with 
trivial involution. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Let n = 2k and (R, - ) be as in Proposition 1.5. Then 
(CY= I aicri)(CY= 1 PiPi) = CY= 17iVt and we may choose y, to be x7= 1 clipi. 
Proof The proof of [ 11, Section 5, 4.11 can be adapted to our 
situation. For n = 2 we may choose y2 = U, fiz - czzB1 in the field case and 
Y2=alP2-@11%~lPl in the quaternion division algebra case. (If 
a, = CI~ = 0 we may take y, = y2 = 0. Otherwise we may assume a, # 0 
without loss of generality. The more complicated expression for y2 is 
necessary in the non-commutative situation! )
For n > 2 we argue as follows in either case. If n x (1) is isotropic over 
(R, - ) then n x 4 is isotropic and hence hyperbolic over K. (Recall that 4 is 
the norm form.) Thus n x ( 1) is hyperbolic so that (n - 1) x (1) is univer- 
sal and the result follows. 
So assuming n x (1) anisotropic we have n x 4 anisotropic. Write 
Cr=C:=l tiic(j* fl=Cr=I fljfli. s ince n x 4 is a Ptister form and represents 
both CI and B we have that nxqS-nxaq5=nxj?qk Thus nx(l)z 
n x (~1) _Y n x (8) over (R, ~ ). By Witt’s theorem (valid in our situation), 
there exist n x n matrices A and B such that A’,4 = al, B’B= BZ with 
(a 1, .*., a,) as the first column of A, (p,, . . . . p,) as the first column of B. 
Let C = A’B. Then C’C = B’AA’B = c$Z (note that tl E K as CI = a). Hence 
r$ = C jjiyi, where y,, . . . . yn is the first column of C and y1 = C;= 1 ~?,a~. 
Alternative Proof The matrix proof given in [6, pp. 2962981 can be 
adapted to our situation. 
We now briefly discuss whether the notion of Ptister form is meaningful 
or useful for hermitian forms over division algebras. 
Let (D, -) be either a field with non-trivial involution or a division 
algebra with an involution of the first kind, i.e., one for which all central 
elements are fixed by the involution. Any quadratic form over K extends in 
a natural way to a hermitian form over (D, -). 
DEFINITION. A Pfister form over (D, ~ ) is a form over (D, - ) which is 
isometric to the extension to (D, ~ ) of some Ptister form over K. 
Thus a Ptister form over (D, - ) h as a diagonal matrix representation 
identical with a Ptister form over K. 
When D is either a quadratic field extension with non-trivial involution 
or a quaternion division algebra with standard involution it is easy to 
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check that Phster forms 4 over (D, -) have two of the basic properties of 
Ptister forms, i.e., 
(i) whenever C$ is isotropic it is hyperbolic, 
(ii) the set of non-zero values represented by 4 is a group. 
Now we consider Pfister forms over (D, A ), D a quaternion division 
algebra with the non-standard involution * described earlier. 
We would not expect (ii) to hold since, viewing (1) as a zero-fold 
Pfister form, the set of values represented by (1) need not be closed under 
multiplication. (See the note after 1.9.) Also (i) seems unlikely to hold. We 
are only able to prove the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let 4 he a Pfister form over (D, A ). If 4 is isotropic 
then 2 x q5 is hyperbolic. 
Proqf: D = ((a, b)/K) and L = K(h). C onsider the following portion 
of the exact sequence of [9] 
+ W(D, A)& W(L)& W(D, A)++ W(L, -)- 
involving Witt groups of hermitian and quadratic forms. The map a is 
induced by the map D + L, -I, + z2j + z2 for 21, Z~E L. The map y is 
inducedbyD-,L,z,+z,j-rz,.ThemapBisinducedbyL-*D,z~zj. 
Then y# = 0 because yd = ( 1, b) 4 will be a Pfister form over (L, ~ ) 
which is hyperbolic if it is isotropic. Hence 4 = p($) for some 
$=(z,,q )...) zn ), a quadratic form over L. Thus 4 N_ (zr j, z2 j, . . . . z, j). 
Now a# = 0 since 4 being a Pfister form has a diagonalization with 
all entries in K. Thus a((z,j,zzj ,..., z,j))=O in W(L). But 
a((;, j, . . . . znj))= (z,,Z,b, zIz, ZZb, . . . . z,, T,b) and if this is hyperbolic 
then (Z,b, . . . . Y,b) is isometric over L to (-zr, -zz, . . . . -z,). Now, over 
(D, “), j(zj)j= b?j so that (z, j, . . . . z, j) is isometric over (D, h ) to 
( -z, j, . . . . -z, j), i.e., C$ 2: - 4 over (D, A ), i.e., 2 x 4 is hyperbolic. 
COROLLARY. If S,(D, “)=s and 2k-1<s~2k then 2k+‘~ (l)=O in 
WD, “). 
Proof. Apply 1.11 to the form 2” x (1) over (D, A ). 
Comment. If we could prove a stronger result than 1.11, namely that an 
isotropic Ptister form over (D, A ) must be hyperbolic then it would follow 
that S,(D, /r ) must be a power of two. (To prove this result for S,(D, “) it 
would in fact suffice to prove that 2k x (1) isotropic implies 2k x (1) 
hyperbolic.) 
Question 1.12. Does there exist an isotropic Pfister form over (D, h ) 
which is not hyperbolic? 
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2 
Let D = ((a, b)/K) be a quaternion division algebra over a field K and A 
the non-standard involution defined as earlier by i= -i, j= j. We now try 
to investigate S,(D, A ) in more detail. First we discuss to what extent the 
hermitian level depends on the particular involution. 
Let ~ and * each be involutions of the first kind on a division algebra D. 
Then, by the Skolem-Noether theorem, ~ and * differ by an inner 
automorphism, i.e., x* = b-‘Zb for some b ED and 6 = +b. (Here we are 
assuming D is finite-dimensional over its centre.) 
LEMMA 2.1. If b = Cc for some c E D then S,( D, *) = S,,(D, - ). 
Proof x*x = bp ‘,i?bx so that 
bx*x = Xbx = XCcx = (Ef) cx. 
Since b is invertible it follows that zero is a sum of m hermitian squares in 
(0, *) if and only if zero is a sum of m hermitian squares in (D, - ). The 
result follows from Lemma 1.1. 
Comment. If b = 6 then hermitian forms over (D, -) behave like 
hermitian forms over (D, *) [S] (If 4 is hermitian over (D, *) then bd is 
hermitian over (D, ~ ) and vice versa.). In fact the Witt groups W(D, - ) 
and W(D, *) are isomorphic but under this isomorphism the form m x ( 1) 
over (D, *) corresponds to the form m x (b ) over (D, ~ ). Thus in general 
S,(D, ~ ) and S,(D, *) need not be equal even if * and - are involutions of 
the same type. (See [ 11, p. 3041 for the definition of type of involution.) 
EXAMPLE. D = (( - 1, -3)/Q), quaternion division algebra over the 
rationals Q. Let A be the involution described at the start of this section 
and * be the one given by x* = kik- ’ for all x E D. (Here k = ij.) Then 
i* = i, j* = -j, k* = k. Then sh(D, *) = 1 but s,(D, h ) # 1 by the following 
argument: 
Suppose s,(D, A ) = 1. Then - 1 = cjq for some q E D. Write q = z1 + z2 j 
for z, , z2 in Q(i). Then - 1 = @q implies that 
-l=Z,z,-332,z,+22,zZj. 
Hence either z1 = 0 or z2 = 0. Now z2 =0 implies - 1 = Z,z, which is 
impossible in Q(i). Also z2 = 0 implies - 1 = -32,~~ and putting z2 = r + is 
for r, s in Q yields r2 + s2 = 4 which is insoluble in Q. Thus s,(D, h ) # 1. In 
fact s,(D, “)=2 since -l=iIq1+G2q2, where ql=f(j+k), q2=fj. 
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EXAMPLE. D=((-1,3)/Q), A and * defined as in the last example. 
One may show that s,(D, *) = 1, whereas sh(D, h ) = co. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let D = ((a, b)/K) be a quaternion division algebra. If 
((a, - b)/K) is not a division algebra then s,(D, A ) = 1. 
Proof. ((a, b)/K) not a division algebra implies that -b = Zz for some 
z E K(s). We may view z as an element of D and then iz +jj = 0 so that 
sJD, ^) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let D = ((a, b)/K) be a quaternion division algebra, 
(i) Zf K is a real closedfield or a p-adic field then S,(D, A ) = 1. 
(ii) If K is a number field then S,(D, “) = 1, 2, or co. 
Proof (i ) For K real closed or p-adic there is exactly one quaternion 
division algebra, [ 111, and the result follows from Lemma 2.2. 
(ii) For a number field K we need to use Kneser’s version of the 
Hasse principle for isotropy of hermitian forms over (0, A ) [ll, p. 3661. 
(In [ 111 this principle is stated for forms which are skew-hermitian with 
respect to the standard involution on D. However, forms which are 
hermitian with respect o A corresponds to forms which are skew-hermitian 
with respect to ~ because .<= 1 ‘~ ‘Xi. The correspondence is given by 
4 o id.) This principle says that if 4 is a form which is of dimension at least 
three and is locally isotropic at each prime of K then it is globally isotropic. 
Now at a prime #Z of K for which D, = D OK K/ remains a division algebra 
it follows that the form ( 1, 1) over (D, h ) is isotropic over D,. At a real 
prime @ for which D, splits we have D, isomorphic to one of the 
following: 
(+-f-!), ($f), (y), or (*). 
Clearly S,( D,, h ) = 1 for the first three of these cases and S,(D,, A ) = co 
for the fourth case. At a finite prime /Z at which D, splits we get that 
S,(D,, A) d 2 always. For a prime other than a dyadic prime this is 
because the ordinary level s(K,) < 2, [ 111. For a dyadic prime s(K,) may 
equal 4 but for the quadratic extensmn K,(A) the hermitian form 
(1, 1, 1) over K/C&) is isotropic [ 111 and thus (K,(G), ~ ) has 
hermitian level 2. If a is a square in K then (1, 1) becomes isotropic 
over D,. 
Now if there is some real prime ;h at which S,(D,, h ) = cc then 
S,(D, h ) = oci. Otherwise we can apply the Hasse principle to the form 
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( 1, 1, 1) which is locally isotropic at each prime b of K and hence globally 
isotropic. Thus S,,(D, h ) d 2. 
Note. We saw earlier that S,,(D, h ) = 2 for D = (( - 1, -3)/Q) and 
S,(D, “)=co for D=((-1,3)/Q). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. There exist quaternion division algebras D with 
S,(D, A ) being any prescribed power of two. 
Proof: Let F= R(x,, x2, . . . . .~,)(dm), where n=2k. Then 
s(F) = n as mentioned earlier. Consider the function field F(t) in one 
indeterminate t and let D = (( - 1, t)/F( t)) which is a quaternion division 
algebra. We claim that S,(D, A ) = 2k ~ ‘. If s,(D, A ) = m then m Q 2kp ’ 
because (F(o), ~ ) lies inside (D, A ) and s,J F(o), - ) = 2k- i from 
results of Section 1. Now 0 = Cy=+i’ didi implies 0 = CT=‘,’ p’ + qf + 
t(rf + $). (This follows by writing d, = p, + qi + r, j + sik and calculating 
aidi.) Each pi, qi, r,, si is in F(t). Clearing denominators we have a similar 
equation where pi, q,, ri, si are polynomials in t. Putting t = 0 gives a sum 
of (2m + 2) squares in F equal to zero. (We can assume one of pi, qi has a 
non-zero constant term, because if it does not we could divide by t and 
obtain a similar equation.) 
Thus s(F) 6 2m + 1 so that 2k < 2m + 1, i.e., m 2 2k-’ - 4. Since m is an 
integer we must have m = 2k- ‘. 
3 
It is natural to ask whether S,(D, “) can take values other than a power 
of two if it is finite. This question does not seem too easy to answer. If 
D = ((a, b)/K) and dE D, we write d = p + qi + rj + sk and then a routine 
calculation shows 
dd = p2 - aq’ + br2 - abs2 + (2pr - 2aqs)j + (2~s - 2qr) k. 
Therefore 0 = CT=, didi for d,, dZ, . . . . d,,, in D if and only if Cy=, (pf - 
aqf+brf-absf)=O, CT=, (piri-aq,s,)=O, and C;C”=l (pisi--qy,)=O, 
writing di in the same manner as above, i.e., zero is a non-trivial sum of m 
hermitian squares in (D, A ) if and only there exists in K a common 
non-trivial zero of the above system of three quadratic forms in the 4m 
variables. 
PI 9 . . . . pm, 41 9 ...> 4m> r , , . . . . rml s1 ) .,.) s,. 
(Note that the last two of these forms are hyperbolic.) 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let K be a C,-field with i 2 2, D = ((a, b)/K) a quater- 
nion division algebra. Then S,,( D, ^) < 3.2i-2. 
Proof: See [ 111 for a definition of C,-fields. We may assume i 3 2 since 
for i = 0 or 1 there can be no quaternion division algebras over such fields. 
By the Lang-Nagata theorem [ll, p. 1001 the above set of 3 quadratic 
forms in 4m variables has a common zero if 4m > 3.2’. Hence 
SJD, A ) < 3.2’+ 2. 
Comment. It is quite likely that there is a better result than the above 
since the Lang-Nagata theorem holds in a much more general context than 
the one to which we have applied it and also we have not taken advantage 
of the fact that two of the three forms are hyperbolic and thus have a lot of 
zeros. 
It is also possible to relate S,(D, A ) to the u-invariant of the base field K. 
The u-invariant u(K) is the maximal dimension of an anisotropic quadratic 
form over K. See [ 111 for more on the u-invariant. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. S,( D, A ) d 6u( K). 
Proof. Recall that, for a positive integer r, the number u,(K) is defined 
to be the maximal dimension of a K-vector space for which a system of r 
quadratic forms over K on this space can fail to have a common zero. 
Clearly S,,(D, h ) d u3(K). By Leep [7] u,(K) d fr(r + 1) u(K) thus giving 
S,,(D, h ) d 6u( K) in our case. 
Comment 1. This seems again to be fairly weak result and we would 
hope there is a sharper inequality. 
Comment 2. By writing elements of D in the form z + wj, where z, w are 
in L = K(A) we may reduce the three equations above to two. Specifically 
we have that zero is a sum of m hermitian squares in (D, h ) if and only if 
0= -f 5jz;+b f Wiwi 
i= 1 ,=I 
and 
o= f ziwi 
i=l 
for some z,, . . . . z,, pi, . . . . w, in L. Even more succinctly these two 
equations are O=z.z+bw.w and O=z.w, where z=(zl,...,zn), 
w = (w,, . ..) wn) are viewed as vectors in L” and . denotes the standard 
hermitian inner product on L” with respect o the non-trivial involution - 
on L. 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. S,,(D, A ) cannot take the value 2k - 1 for any natural 
number k > 2. 
Proof. Let n = 2k - 1. Using the above notation suppose we have 
z= Al, . ..) z, ) (- ) w= (w,, . . . . w,) in L” such that -l=z.z+bw.w and 
z.w=o. 
Then -bw.w=l+z.z. Let ~,+~=l, w,+r=O, z’=(z,z,+~)EL”~‘, 
and w’ = (w, w, + , ) E L”+‘. Then -bw’ . w’ = z’ .z’ and hence -b(w’ . M”)~ 
(z’ ’ z’)( w’ . w’). (If w w = 0 then S,(L, - ) < 2k so that S,(L, A ) d 2k ~ ’ 
b; 1.5.) Also z’ . w’ = 0 so that, by 1.10, - b is a sum of n hermitian squares 
in (L, - ); i.e., the form n( 1) I (b) is isotropic over (L, - ). Thus we may 
choose elements pr, p2, . . . . pCln- i, 1 in L such that C;:: jipi + 1 + XAb = 0. 
Now let 
which are in L”- ‘. Then P” . w” = 0 and 
z”.z”+bw”.w”= 
= -(l +AAb)‘. 
Dividing z” and w” by 1 + Xllb yields an expression for - 1 as a sum of 
n - 1 hermitian squares in (D, A ). (If 1 + XAb = 0 then S,(D, h ) = 1, since 
jj= b.) 
Comment. It seems likely that S,(D, h ) must always be a power of two 
but the above is the best result we have obtained in that direction. 
4 
In this final section we consider D = ((a, b)/K), a quaternion algebra, 
and obtain results relating the finiteness of S,(D, - ) and S,(D, h ) to the 
expression of -a and + b as sums of squares in K. In this section we do 
not assume D is a division algebra. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let K be formally real. Let D = ((a, b)/K) be a quaternion 
algebra and assume that S,,(D, -) is finite. 
(i) If -a is a sum of squares in K then b is a sum of squares in K. 
(ii) If - b is a sum of squares in K then a is a sum of squares in K. 
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Proof (i) Since S,(L), - ) is finite we have the expression - 1 = 
x;=, p:-aC:=, q;-bx:=, rf +ah Cr=, sj! for some integer n and 
elements pi, q,, r,, s, in K. Replacing --a by a sum of squares we have 
- 1 = S- hS’, where S, S’ are each sums of squares. Hence 6(Y)* = 
SS’ + S’ and so h is a sum of squares. Note that S’ # 0 as K is formally real. 
(ii) Proved similarly. 
Comment. More precise quantitative results can be obtained. For 
example, it is a straightforward exercise to show that if --a is a sum 
of at most 2’ squares in K then h is a sum of s + 3m squares in K where 
s = S,,(D, A ) and m = max(s, 2’). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let K he formally real. Let D be a quaternion algebra and 
assume that S,,(I), h ) is finite. 
(i) If -a is a sum of squares in K then so is -b. 
(ii) If h is a sum of squares in K then so is a. 
Proof Similar to 4.1 but using the equation 
,,I 
-1 = 1 pf-a 2 qf+b 2 rf-ah 2 sf. 
r=l ,= I i= 1 i= 1 
Comment. As in 4.1 more precise quantitative results are obtainable. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let D = ((a, b)/K) be a quaternion algebra over a 
jkmally real field K. If -a is a sum of squares in K then at least one of 
S,(D, ) and S,( D, A ) must be infinite. 
Proof Assume both S,(D, - ) and SJD, A ) are finite. If --a is a sum of 
squares in K then b is a sum of squares in K by 4.1. Hence a is a sum of 
squares in K by 4.2. Thus both a and -a are positive in any ordering on K. 
Contradiction. 
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